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AIDS Research
Sabotage
Alleged

NGRA Surveys States
On AIDS Discrimination

A study by National Gay
Rights Advocates reveals that
most states will prosecute
The Miami Herald reports
complaints ofAIDS-related dis
that there have been a number
crimination under laws which
of incidents of sabotageofviral
forbid discrimination on the
experiments at the federal
basis of physical handicap.
Centers for Disease Control in
Thirty-four states have indi
Atlanta. Both internal and
cated they are willing to accept
external agents at CDC have
AIDS-related discrimination
indicated in secret CDC memos
complaints or have declared
that
research
has
been such discrimination to be
destroyed by "an unknown
improper. Although the U.S.
person or persons" at CDC.
Dept. of Justice issued an
Sources said that several
opinion in June stating that
scientists were force to leave federal handicap law permits
the CDC because of the discrimination based on the
managerial role played by Dr. fear of transmission of AIDS,
James Curran, head of the not one of the states surveyed
CDC AIDS program.
indicated that it has adopted
this interpretation.
"The
Justice
Dept.'s
strained interpretation of the
handicap discrimination law
has been clearly and over
whelmingly rejected," said
Apparently anything's fair Benjamin Schatz, Director of
in war, love, and harassing the NGRA's AIDS Civil Rights
enemy. The Washington Post Project. "It is heartening to see
reports that during a secret that most state agencies are
White House meeting to dis unwilling to allow prejudice
cuss new ways to pick on and fear to interfere with their
Moammar Gadhafi, Pres. Rea obligation to enforce the law."
According to NGRA Execu
gan made a joke about the
Lybian leader's habit of wear tive Director Jean O'Leary, the
ing ostentatious and colorful survey confirms that existing
clothing. "Why not invite law prohibits discrimination
Gadhafi to San Francisco, he against people with AIDS,
likes to dress up so much," he ARC, or HIV antibodies, and
O'Leary said her group would
said.
The Post reports Secretary of continue to monitor agencies to
State George Schultz, not "ensure that the law is
and
fairly
known
for
his
human vigorously
compassion chimed in with,
"Why don't we give him
AIDS?" and those at the table
laughed. Very funny, folks.

White House
Humor Falls
Flat

Coaliton Elects
New Officers
A new board of directors was
selected Monday October 20
for
the
Memphis
Gay
Coalition. Serving as President
will be Allen Cook, VicePresident
Carol Molder,
Treasurer Cecil McLeod,
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enforced."
Results of the survey
indicate that most states which
have not yet made a de
termination are either studying
the issue or waiting for an
actual AIDS discrimination
complaint. Only one state,
Kentucky, has indicated that
AIDS is not a protected
handicap under its laws.
Kentucky is one of two states
with laws which explicitly
exclude communicable diseases
from
coverage. However,
Georgia, the other state with
this exception, is unwilling to
assume that it applies to AIDS
because "the disease is not
transmitted through casual
contact."
The survey also reveals
that, while all 50 states and the
District of Columbia have
passed anti-discrimination laws
against the physically handi
capped, these laws vary
widely. A few laws protect
only public employees, while
some others protect only those
with "actual," as opposed to
"perceived" handicaps. Many
laws cover only discrimination
in such areas as housing,
public accomodation, credit,
and state services.
According to the survey,
the state of Tennessee accepts
and investigates AIDS-related
complaints, while Mississippi
and Arkansas either have made
no determination or made no
response to the survey.

Gaze to Use HIV
Effective with this issue, Gaze will use the
international designation HIV to refer to the
AIDS virus. HIV refers to Human Immuno
deficiency Virus and replaces previous
designations of ARV, HTLV-III, and LAV.

Fayetteville Bar
Torched
Fayetteville, AR ~ St.
John's, an alternative dance bar
with a primarily Gay clientele,
suffered over $1,000 damage
in an apparent arson attempt on
Sept. 10. The bar was empty at
the time.
Authorities speculate the
fire was started by someone
throwing a flammable liquid on
the building and igniting it. Lt.
Dennis Ledbetter said, "We
don't appreciate an arson. One
of our firefighters was burned
on his forearm fighting the fire.
Arson is a crime against
everyone."

because the fire was stopped
before it spread through the
building. The building's owner
considers the property a total
loss, although he could not give
a dollar estimate on the amount
of damage.
St. John's opened in June
in the building formerly occu
pied by another Gay bar,
Tisza's, which has operated
there since 1983.
St. John's owner specu
lated that the arson could have
been an attack from within the
Gay community. Others are
outraged at what appears to be

requested he not be identified,
said he didn't lose much

received little media coverage.

The owner of the bar, who

anti-Gay violence which has

Gaze Changes Look
For the first time in its
almost 8-year history, Gaze is
undergoing a redesign of its
format. We hope you like it.
Look for the same depart

ments with a new look
which, we feel, is cleaner and
more direct. Our goal, as
always, is to maintain quality
without sacrificing news space.

Nevada Sodomy Law
Challenged
San Francisco - National
Gay Rights Advocates pre
sented oral arguments to the
Nevada Supreme Court Sept.
10 in a case challenging the
validity of the state's sodomy
law. The case is the first to be
argued in a state courtsince the
U.S. Supreme Court up-held
the Georgia sodomy law last
summer.
Same gender sexual ac
tivity in Nevada is a felony
punishable by six years in
prison. NGRA filed suit in
September of last year alleging
tha the sodomy statute is
unconstitutional. However, the
District Court dismissed the
suit, stating it lacked juris
diction since the plaintiffs had
not been arrested.
NGRA Legal Director,
Leornard Graff, said, "The

state plainly goes too far when
it enacts a statute which re
quires police officers in your
bedroom to ensure your sexual
conduct conforms with the
law. Moreover, the law is un
constitutional because it crimi
nalizes the sexual conduct of
Gay men and women while
permitting the exact same acti
vity for heterosexuals."
The lawsuit is the first to
be argued in a state court since
the U.S. Supreme Court ruling
in Hardwick v. Bowers last
July. The Court held that while
sodomy laws may violate the
state's constitutions, they do
not violate the U.S. Con
stitution. NGRA contends that
the Nevada sodomy law does,
in fact, violate the Nevada
State Constitution.
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Yielding To Discrimination
by John Stilwell
Many years ago, when
Rhodes College was still
Southwestern, LilyTomlin per
formed at the college. In a
collage of one-liners she said,
"Every time I see a Yield sign,
I feel sexually threatened." I
know... you had to be there. It
occurs to me that we, as Gay
people, become too anxious to
caution ourselves to "yield the
right of way" and thereby
submit todiscrimination against
ourselves.
I know that you can't take a
stand on every minute point In
fact at one point in time we
were working with several
"radical Lesbian feminists" (or
some variation of those three
words). Every time we opened
our mouths someone jumped
on us for using the wrong

terminology (eg. Chairman
instead of Chair, manned
instead of staffed; etc ad
infinitum). I know they were
just trying to raise our
collective consciousness, and
we were willing to have our
consciousness raised. But after
a certain length of time, it
becomes a real pain to have
every word out of your mouth
challenged.
With Gay issues, most
people are not open to having
their consciousness raised.
Their fuse will be very short if
we start jumping on every
insensitive word, gesture, or
joke. So we have to make a
determination. We have to
decide when the time and place
is right to take a stand or state
our position or simply chal
lenge someone for being
stupid, cruel, or insensitive.
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Unfortunately, what hap
pens is that we flash ourselves
a"yield" sign too often and too
easily. We start by telling
ourselves that this comment
isn't worth challenging, this
person is too bigoted and
ignorant to change his mind,
I'm not secure enough in this
situation to take a stand. What
happens is that we let more
blatant instances of discrim
ination slip by without saying
anything. It becomes quicker
and easier to skirt the issue all
together. It's easier to go home
and chastise ourselves for
letting "that one" go unchal
lenged than it is to take astand
and face the consequences.
As discrimination and vio
lence against Gays becomes
more prevalent and seemingly
more "accepted" by non-Gays,
many Gay people feel that it is
better (and safer) to go back
into the closet and keep their
mouths shut. I admit it is
certainly safer - that is,until the
discrimination reaches out and
touches you personally. Then,
when you turn around to look
for assistance and support, you
find yourself on your own
because everyone else has gone
back into the closet and is

matter how careful you think
you've been - somebody
has your number. We can't be
Gay and be truly "invisible."
Our weekends at the bar, our
"roommates," our lack of
opposite sex companions...
none of these things go
unnoticed. If people don't feel
comfortable talking about them
to your face, rest assured that
they are talking behind your
back.
I'm not advocating that we
all get in the streets and march
en masse to city hall de
manding recognition. I'm only
suggesting that you think twice
before telling yourself to "yield
the right of way". Don't go
home for the holidays and
leave your lover behind. Don't
skirt the issue the next time
your family asks about some
one special in your life. Don't
be afraid to comment when
your friends talk about AIDS
or the Gay community. Don't
remain silent when someone
says they "don't agree with it,
but they can understand why
someone else is violent
towards Gays." Everyone has
No matter who you are, no to start somewhere. If we keep
matter how "straight appear falling back on the yield sign,
ing" you think you are, no our lives will besummed up by
another sign - "Dead End."
keeping their mouths shut to be
safe.
I'm often discouraged
when I realize
how little
progress we have made along
the lines of achieving basic
human rights. But then I realize
that it is a very long, hard
battle. Women have been
struggling for their rights much
longer than Gays have, and
they are still a long way from
totally achieving equality and
respect. Blacks have been
struggling since before the time
of the Civil War and while still
not free from prejudice and
discrimination, they at least
have laws to use to help them
secure their rights.
Hie major difference
between Blacks, women, and
Gays is that Blacksand women
are vocal. They don't "yield" to
eveiy challenge to their rights.
They don't sit back and hope
that no one will notice or
bother them. Because of our
"invisibility," Gays find
it
easier to "yield" - to go
unnoticed. It is the biggest and
worst joke that we play on

GEORGETOWN

630 MADISON AVENUE

ARISTOCRAT CLUB

BREAKFAST MENU

ITS
ALMOST
TIME!
If you know anyone who needs a basket of
food and paper goods on Thanksgiving or
Christmas, let us know. Just fill our the
coupon below and give it to any Aphrodite
member or mail it to:
Aphrodite Baskets
P.O. Box 41822
Memphis, TN 38174
Sponsors will be contacted
for details due to limited
distribution.

"Aphrodite Supports Gay Memphis'

TOAST & JELLY
WITH 1 EGG

BACON, 3 SLICES
SAUSAGE, 2 PATTIES....
HAM

GEORGETOWN

630 MADISON AVENUE

GEORGETOWN

ARISTOCRAT CLUB

HOT ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES
OPEN FACE WITH WINE
AND MUSHROOM GRAVY
MASHED POTATOES OR F.F.

TURKEY
HAM....
HAM & CHEESE
ROAST BEEF
ALL COLD SANDWICHES
SERVED WITH POTATO
CHIPS & GARNISHES

FRENCH DIP SANDWICH
LARGE FRENCH ROLL
FULL OF TENDER SLICES
OF OUR SPECIAL ROAST
BEEF WITH CUP OF
DELICIOUS WINE DIP

SOUP
SOUP OF THE DAY

BEEF TIPS

SAUTEED IN WINE AND MUSHROOM GRAVY
SERVED OVER WILD RICE,
SALAD AND CHOICE OF VEGETABLE

SHRIMP CURRY

SERVED OVER RICE WITH CHOPPED GREEN ONION,
CHOPPED EGG, RAISINS, COCONUT,
TOASTED ALMONDS, SUN FLOWER AND CHUTNEY
SERVED WITH SALAD AND CHEESE TOAST

U.S. CHOICE RIBEYE STEAK 10 oz.

HOT ROAST BEEF ON BUN
COLD ROAST BEEF SAND.
ROAST BEEF DINNER
SERVED WITH SALAD
AND POTATOES, CHOICE
OF VEGETABLE

SERVED WITH POTATO AND SALAD,
CHOICE OF VEGETABLE

U.S. CHOICE STRIP STEAK
SERVED WITH POTATO AND SALAD,
CHOICE OF VEGETABLE

SALADS
GARDEN
CHEF
COMBO
SERVED WITH CRACKERS &
ASSORTED BREADS

FRESH FRUIT COMPOTE
FRUITS IN SEASON
SERVED IN XX CREAM
WITH WHIPPED TOPPING

LUNCH SERVED FROM OUR
STEAM TABLE. CHOICE OF
MEATS & FRESH
VEGETABLES, 1 MEAT,
3 VEGETABLES, COFFEE &
TEA- FREE WITH STEAM
TABLE- FREE REFILLS ON
VEGETABLES

ROAST BEEF DINNER
SERVED WITH POTATO AND SALAD
CHOICE OF VEGETABLE

STEAM TABLE DINNER
CHOICE OF 1 MEAT AND 3 VEGETABLES

COFFEE
MILK

ARISTOCRAT CLUB

DINNER MENU

LUNCH and BRUNCH
CLUB SANDWICH
BACON, TURKEY, HAM,
CHEESE SERVED ON
TOAST WITH CHIPS

630 MADISON AVENUE

TEA

BHHSffic.

COFFEE

MILK

TEA

JUICE
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NGRA Attacks AIDS Discrimination
San Francisco - National
Gay Rights Advocateshas filed
a brief in the U.S. Supreme
Court in a case which may have
significant impact on AIDSrelated litigation. The case,
School Board of Nassau
County v. Arline, involves a
elementary school teacher,
Gene Arline, who was fired
because she had tuberculosis.
Attorneys for Ms. Arline
contend thatTB is a "handicap"
under federal discrimination
law and that her dismissal was
illegal.
The School Board argued
that all communicablediseases,
including TB,cannot be"handi
caps" and has repeatedly raised
the issue of AIDS. Several
briefs supporting the School
Board, including those of the
U.S.
Justice
Dept.
and
Congressman William Dannemeyer, also focus on the po
tential impact of the Court's
ruling on AIDS. Many legal
commentators believe that the
Supreme Court's decision to
hear the case was largely based
upon their concern about
AIDS.

Benjamin Schatz, Director
of NGRA's AIDS Civil Rights
Project, stated that: "The
School Board and the Justice
Dept. are using AIDS to scare
the court into ruling that
communicable diseases cannot
be handicaps. In fact, a rational
approach to AIDS on the job
requires the opposite conclu
sion. Since AIDS isn't trans
mitted on the job, it's foolish to
use AIDS to argue that em
ployees with any communi
cable disease may be fined."
AccordingtoNGRAExecutive Director Jean O'Leary, a
recent NGRA survey reveals
that most states are prosecuting
AIDS discrimination com
plaints. The survey results are
directly relevant to the Arline
case. "This survey was cited
extensively in our brief, for it
shows that most state agencies
reject the idea that communi
cable diseases cannot be
handicaps," she said. O'Leary
cautioned, however, that "even
if the Court rules that
tuberculosis is not a pro-tected
handicap, this won't neces
sarily affect AIDS, since

15-year-old

Ex Drops AIDS

Rape Victim
Denied Foster
Care

Test Demand

Sacramento, CA - After 20 of slandering the MCC on
it is transmitted far less easily
than TB"
months of controversy and Falwell's Old Time Gospel
Chris Redbum of the legal battles, the Rev. Jerry Hour. Falwell denied he had
Employment Law
Center Falwell has finally paid his called the MCC "brute beasts,"
played a major role in drafting former Baptist Bible College or that he said, "Thank God,
the brief. He explained that schoolmate, the Rev. Jerry this vile and satanic system will
handicap discriminationlaw "is Sloan, the $5000 which one day be utterly annihilated
designed to combat ignomance Falwell promised to pay for and there will be a celebration
and stereotyping aboutdisabled Sloan's proof that Falwell in Heaven."
When a tape of the
individuals. It requires the made certain derogatory state
was
produced,
courts to make individualized ments about the Metropolitan broadcast
Falwell refused to pay the
determinations and avoid broad Community Church.
generalizations about allpeople
Sloan collected a Moral $5000 he had offered if Sloan
with certain conditions."
Majority check for a total of could prove he said it. Sloan
The case will be argued $8982.90. This figure included filed suit for breach of contract
an
before the Supreme Court by the original $5000 plus and won. Falwell filed
George
K. Rahdert, an interest, court costs, and a appeal based on what he
was
a "natural
attorney in private practice in $2875 awarded to him by an thought
Florida. Joining NGRA and appellate panel of the Sacra prejudice" on the part of Judge
Michael Ullman, who is
the Employment Law Center mento Superior Court.
on the amicus curiae brief are
The controversy stems Jewish. A judicial panel dis
the Bay Area Lawyers for from a joint appearance the missed the appeal as "wholly
Individual
Freedom
and men had on a Sacramento talk frivolous and totally without
Lambda Legal Defense and show where Sloan accused him merit."
Education Fund. Tom Long
and Kevin James, attorneys
with the San Francisco law
firm Heller, Ehrman, White,
and McAuliffe, were instru
mental in the preparation of the
brief.

children's father. The attorney
claimed that "Mr. Doe," as he
is called in court documents,
"seriously
endangers
the
Chicago - On the morning children's physical, mental,
a trial was to begin, a Chicago moral, and emotional health"
Birmingham, AL -- A 15- mother stunned a judge and because he is Gay. Mr. Doe is
year-old boy has been rejected packed courtroom by dropping being represented by National
for foster care more than 20 her demand that her ex- Gay Rights Advocates, the San
times since he was homo- husband take a blod test before Francisco-based public law
sexually raped 5 months ago. their children can visit them. firm.
The victim, identified only as Her lawyer conceded in court
A special hearing was set
"Billy?' has tested negative for that the HIV blood test doesnot for October 16 when Judge
the AIDS virus but has been indicate whether a person has Howard Kaufman will decide
bounced arotind from shelter to AIDS or will develop AIDS. whether Mr. Doe can see his
shelter. His alleged rapist has Nonetheless, the
attorney children over theThanksgiving
been charged with sodomy, vowed to continue a year-long holidays. A hearing has not yet
and it is believed his son died court battle in Doe v. Doe to been set on the broader issue of
of AIDS.
deny
visitation
to
the regular overnight visitation.
1 1
1
h

,

Sloan V. Falwell — Round 3

Rev. Jerry Sloan and his attorney Rosemary Matrailer
hold up a blow-up of the check from Jerry Falwell.
Photo by Tim Warford.

Hardwick Case Put To Rest
Washington ~ The U.S.
Supreme Court has denied a
petition on the case of Bowers
v. Hardwick, effectively end
ing any appeal of the June 30
decision. Attorneys filed
a
petition requesting a rehearing
of the case in September. The
petition had requested that the
judges consider other consti

MGMPH-IS
CGNTGR f OR
RGPRODUCTNG
' H-GdLTH-

tutional questions in the case,
but it was rejected without
explanation. National Gay
Rights Advocates, however,
reports
that
two
other
cases are being readied at the
state level (Nevada and Okla
homa) and they predict another
Supreme Court challenge may
be heard in the near future.

COMPLETE
LEATHER
SHOP

• 'Non-piiifit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering A Full Range* of Gynecological Care
1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

1266 Madison

Phone 722-8963

Insurance Giant Drops
Anti-Gay Guidelines
The largest insurance in
vestigative organization has
revoked its guidelines for
identifying people at risk for
AIDS. The guidelines were
issued by Equifax, Inc., which
earns approximately $500
million a year by performing
detective work for most of the
nation's insurance companies.
Equifax had instructed its
investigators to help insurance
companies screen out "high
risk" applicants by highlighting
their "lifestyles," Factors such
as marital status, gender,
occupation, "living arrange
ments" and "irregular bene
ficiary" were to be brought to
the special attention of insur
ance companies. When Na

'Butch Lawyeress' Wins $20K

tional Gay Rights Advocates
threatened to sue Equifax for
dis-criminating against Gay
people, Equifax backed down
and revoked its guidelines.
Historically, the insurance
industry had a practice which
denied coverage to Blacks
because Black applicants were
considered to be poor health
risks.
Equifax agreed to with
draw the guidelines less than
two weeks after NGRA
theatened court action saying
its guidelines had been issued
without proper review. The
Atlanta-based corporation also
agreed not to focus on sexual
orientation in future investi
gations.

Senate Overturns D.C. AIDS
Insurance Law
city ordinance is

Washington ~ The Senate
recently overturned a contro
versial D.C. law which pre
vented insurers from discrim
inating against people who test
HIV positive. Sen. Jesse
Helms introduced an amend
ment to a budget-continuing
resolution and it passed quickly
without argument according to
The Weekly News (Miami).
The provision for the
Senate to be able to overturn a

a hold-over
from before the district was
granted home rule. District offi
cials are not pleased, stating
that :"This is a district matter.
We feel strongly that we
should have the same rights as
other places in deciding our
own matters."
The amendment will still
require House of Representa
tives approval and President
Reagan's signature to officially
strike down the law.

Los Angeles
attorney Gloria Allred has won
a $20,000 defamation suit and
a public apology from former
California state Sen. John
Schmitz. Schmitz called her a
"slick butch lawyeress" in a
1981 press release.
Schmitz released the press
statement afterAllred presented
him with a chastity belt during
hearings he chaired
on
abortion. His press release was
headlined "Sen. Schmitz and

his Committee Survive Attack
of the Bulldykes." In it he
called Allred and other abortion
rights supporters "imported
Lesbians from anti-male and
pro-abortion queer groups in
San Francisco and other
centers ofdecadence." The antiabortion former legislator also
said his hearings had been
"filled with a sea of hard,
Jewish, and (arguably) female
faces."
Outrage about his com

ments
eventually resulted
in the stripping of Schmitz's
chairmanship of the Consti
tutional Amendments Commit
tee, his vice-chairmanship of
the Industrial Relations Com
mittee, and his position as
member of the State Com
mission on the Status of
Women.
Allred indicates she will
disburse the award among the
groups maligned in the 1981
press release.

MCC Can Minister To Prisoners
The U.S. Dept. of Justice
has been ordered by Federal
Judge Charles A. Legge to
allow the Universal Fellowship
of Metropolitan Community
Churches (UFMCC) into all
federal
prisons to hold
religious services for prisoners
or to allow visits by their
clergy on a one-to-one basis.
The ruling affects all 47 federal
prisons. The UFMCC had
been banned from entering
federal prisons because the
church ministers primarily to
Gay prisoners.
Legge's order (August 26)
granted official sanction to the
church and said "each local
congregation thereof, is, and
shall be considered by the

defendants, to be a bona fide
The UFMCC was founded
church."
in 1968 and has 32,000
The order further affirmed members worldwide and over
the right of Gay prisoners to 200 congregations in the U.S.
obtain the worship services of
any church they choose.
According to the order,
prisoners can "presenta written
petition to the warden... stating
that they desire access to
wortiip
services
[of
UFMCC]."
In addition all prisoners in
custody in federal prisons have
the right to obtain any material
"produced or sent by" UFMCC
ministers. UFMCC officials
indicate that much of their
material has been returned in

the past without allowing the
prisoners to use it"
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Don't Drive
Drunk!

1351 Autumn

272-0903

THE STAFF OF ANOTHER BAR WOULD
LIKE TO THANK OUR PATRONS IN THE
GAY COMMUNITY FOR THEIR LOYAL
SUPPORT. WE THINK YOU'RE GREAT
AND HOPE YOU'LL KEEP COMING BACK.
LOOK FOR OUR NEW DANCE FLOOR AND
PATIO OPENMG SOON!
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Tom Robinson
by E. C.
My favorite Gay male artist
is Tom Robinson. Tom's
honest guy. He's British,
which adds a certain flavor, at
least as far as American lis
teners are concerned. Tom has
collaborated with a number of
well-known artists, including
Elton John and Peter Gabriel.
He is one of rock's few openly
Gay singers and is the only
successful one to musically
treat sexual preference as a
political issue, (according to
Rolling Stone's Encyclopedia
of Rock and Roll).
I guess what I like best about
Tom is that he says what I'd
like to say. He shares a feeling
of camraderie and brotherhood/
sisterhood with his fellow Gay
men and Lesbians.
Many of Robinson's songs
are a call to arms. He seems to
be urging the complacent to
realize that it took a fight to
reach the current state of
"privilege" we have now and
that we must continue fighting
to maintain our status and gain
Many of his
more rights.
anthems address all minorities
as well as the Gay population.
In "Winter of "79," he says,

"All you kids who just stand
and
whine, You should
have been there back in '79.
You say we're giving you a
real hard time. You boys are
really breaking my heart." He
tells that during the civil rights

whom he now has a love/hate
riots of '79, "blood was attitude.
running in the drains, places
"Don't Take No For An
went up in flames."
Answer" is one such song.
Though Robinson sings of Backed by a driving beat,
violence he has seen, he Robinson angrily tells his
doesn't seem to be advocating erring lover to "put yourself
its use. In "Our People," he in my shoes."
asks "Mister please, won't you
"Martin's Gone" isn't so
leave us in peace?" but does much angry as itis distraught.
warn that "Together we are Robinson has an air of des
here to stay." The song asks peration as he tells us "things
minorities to overcome preju will never be the same again"
dices toward each other and because his lover has left. He
join together to form an pours out his sorrow to any
invincible front.
one who will listen, including
"Getting Tighter" reminds me his mother, the boy next
of blues lyrics passed down door, his brother-in-law, doc
from slaves in the old South. tor, boss, postman, gang,
In
this story-like song,
Robinson sings, "Monday
morning woke me up free. All
I wanted was to be me." As his
day wears on he is hassled by
The Pink Triangle by
bigots and finds, "just could Richard Plant is the first
not be free, just could not be comprehensive
book
to
me."
appear in English on the fate
Robinson's remake of Bob of homosexuals in Nazi
Dylan's tune, "I Shall Be Germany. A pink triangle was
Released," provides a sense of the degrading symbol that
hope in counterpoint to homosexuals were forced to
"Getting
Tighter."
His wear while they lived, and
poignant, throaty rendition is died, in the horror of Hitler's
moving, especially when he death camps.
sings the chorus: "I see my life
The
Pink
Triangle
come shining from the West explores the widespread antidown to the East. Any day Gay prejudice in the early
now, any day now, I shall be 20th century that was
increasingly challengedby the
Many of Robinson's love rise of a vigorous homosexual
songs are angry. He addresses emancipation
movement.
most of his songs to someone Recorded are the origins and
he obviously loved, has growth of the virulent
agonized over, and towards homophobia that underlay the
Nazi desire to annihilate

local rag, barmaid, landlord,
dog, the telly, and "everybody in
the world I knew." The listener
has to smile in a shared sense of
humanity, for who of us has not
done the same at least once?
"Atomospherics" is a lazysong
full of sultry sax that brings to
mind old black and white movies
of the 40's. Only instead of Rita
Hayworth, it's a handsome man
on the bed, smoking a cigarette
in a dim hotel room, illicitly
shared with a handsome male
lover.
Robinson displays his sense
of humor in a witty, fast-paced
tune called"Cabin Boy."Tonguein-cheek, Tom sings, "I wanna

The Pink Triangle

CHRISTMAS is COMING //

homosexuals, including their
degradation,
imprisonment,
enslavement,
and finally,
extermination.
That extermination wasto be
accomplished in the camps,
where homosexuals constituted
the bottom rung of the ladder of
camp hierarchy. Plant's book
reveals
the
brutality
of
concentration camp life for
Gays,
using
diaries
and
documents
never
before
translated from the German, and
interviews with and letters from
the survivors of the horror.
Richard Plant was born in
Frankfurt and escaped from
Germany in 1938. He has
written for many publications,
including The New Yorker,
Esquire, and The New York

go to Frisco Bay, drink my
liquor and spend my pay," and
"Cabin boy work night and
day, Cabin boy goes all the
way." I never realized cabin
boys led such interesting lives.
Tom Robinson is an artist
who has been frequently
overlooked
by
American
audiences. If you've missed
hearing Robinson until now,
make it a point to try his
works. It's good politics and
good music.
(I would like to thank my
good friend, Jim, for his help
with the source materials for
this article. E. C.)

Times. He also teaches German
literature at the New School for
Social Research in New York.
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Several hundred dollars was
raised; and we want to thank
everyone who attended, par
ticipated, and donated.
October 18 brought the
M*A*S*H mortgage meal.
Everyone who attendedseemed
to have a really good time. You
by Joyce Russell and Kellie should have been there. A trueto-life M*A*S*H meal was
China
served on real army food trays
(thanks to my little brother).
Hello Memphis!
This month our column The menu consisted of instant
will take on a different look. M*A*S*Hed potatoes, chipped
Since Kellie has been so busy beef and gravy (Kellie calls it a
with work, taking care of me cream sauce, but WE all know
and my ailing back, the what it really
was.), white
Imperial Court of Tennessee, bread, and beans(?). We drank
and being elected as a board out of cans and used our
member for MCC-Nashville, I sleeves as napkins. (How thrill
have decided to try my hand at ing for the ladies!)
the ole typewriter.
Prizes were awarded for
September 28 there was a the most original Klinger (and
beautifiil Holy Union at our there were several). A grand
home for two very dear prize for the most believable
friends, Robert Fisher and costume and one for the most
Richard McKee. Rev. Paul unexpected costume were also
Tucker performed the cere presented. I can't tell you who
mony, and Valarie Richardson that cutie was in drag as I
sang and played the auto harp. promised not to print it in this
(Such talent, and ladies... she month's column. (But I didn't
is single and new to our life!) promise not to tell in next
Kellie and I stood up for them, month's!!!)
October 20 sent me back to
and I was so thrilled to be able
to bake the cake. Our won grand ole Memphis and the
derful landlord Tommy P. Methodist Hospital for more
allowed us to have it in his back surgery. But as you can
beautiful back yard. Bless his see, I am okay and 1 want to
heart, he mowed, pruned, thank everyone for their cards,
cleaned, and pampered that gifts, flowers, and visits. I'm
yard to perfection for us. not too clear on all of it, but
(Thank you, Tommy P.) About Kellie has assured me that my
30 people attended; but every FRIENDS didn't let me
one stayed so long, I had to down. I even had visitors from
Nashville come to seeme. (Did
run them off so I could rest.
October
1,
Nashville you hear that Coletta?!) Thank
CARES sponsored an edu you Julia, Linda, Debra Lee,
cational forum at the Maxwell Cindy, and everyone else. I do
House Hotel. About 70 people truly appreciate everything.
Since our last writing, the
attended along with the news
media. For a week, we got to Copa Cabana has closed and is
see Janet Pierce's face, name, looking for new owners. Are
quotes, and misquotes every any of you interested? Do you
where. (She is SO cute!) need a female DJ? Call us at
Everyone was pleased with the 244-6815.
Please accept our apologies
turnout.
October 5, there was a for those who turned out for
picnic for MCC-Nashville. the Nashville CARESbenefit at
Kellie was once again chef and Victor/Victoria's. We under
burger burner. Next time, stand the owners canceled the
would anyone else like to apply show at the last minute. Details
for the job? The weather was aren't plain, but you can bet
out what
cool and windy; and, needless WE WILL find
to say, the breeze off the lake happened!
And Kellie, as of Novem
made it even more so. But we
had a few daredevils such as ber 1st, we will be together 3
Cricket, Sammy, Jim, David, years. I never would have
and Roger who took a dip. thought I could have been so
Kellie found it necessary at sick and needed you so badly.
church services that night to I feel I was there for you and
request a special prayer for you have returned that love
them not to get pneumonia. many times over. How could
HA! We all played, took anyone ever think that we
walks, danced, relaxed, and didn't love one another? Just
slept. If you weren't there, you goes to show you that (that)
missed a good time with some couple needs to wear their
of Nashville's most wonderful glasses and keep their mouths
closed or a fly
might
people.
October 15, there was a land on their tongues if they
benefit at the Jungle for MCC. keep wagging them.

Joyce and
Kellie Do
Nashville

Next month, well tell you
about the October 25th Hallo
ween Party at MCC. We're
really looking forward to it.
Well Memphis, until next
month... YeeHa!

Call Joyce Or Kellie
244-6815
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Health/AIDS
Azidothymidine — AZT
by Harvey Thompson, M.D.
Want to know about a
treatmentfor AIDS?Call 1-800843-9388, forBurroughs-Wellcome in Rockville, Maryland.
When news broke about
AZT beingoffered more widely
as an investigational new drug,
there were an average of a
hundred calls per hour.
And it isn't just a recording
on the other end, but con
siderate, knowledgeable opera
tors to answer questions on
how to go about getting AZT,
the application,and information
packets.
The drug. Originally AZT
was synthesized in 1964 as a
possible anti-cancer drug; it
later proved ineffective.
Luckily it was remembered
as one that might have a useful
"mode of action" against the
AIDS virus when it was

discovered a few years ago.
AZT is converted within
cells to a "false sugar" that
fools the reverse transcriptase
of the AIDS vims and renders
the viral DNA synthesis
ineffective when it attempts to
duplicate itself. Viral repro
duction is then stopped.
The
toxicity.
With
medications in general, there is
always the risk that the drug
can harm normal cell function.
The most susceptible body
cells are usually those in the
bone marrow and blood. They
have a rapid turn-over and
therefore could be expected to
be affected byinterference with
normal cell metabolism.
So it is with AZT that
anemia has turned up as the
limiting sideeffect. Onequarter
of the AZT recipients have
required transfusions. And one
third of the patients dropped

(especially outside large urban
areas) to have been begun on
correct treatment but without
their count by 25%. In most the confirmatory diagnosticpreAIDS cases there is already an liminary such as broncho
anemia and not a large margin scopy.
And lastly, if the patient
of safety in this reduction.
But in the initial trials it requires considerable assis
was used at a higher dose (250 tance and frequentmedical care
mg each four hours) than the (a Kamosfy or performance
presently planned trials of 200 scale of 50% or less), then he
mg every four hours. Hope is also exlcuded. Patients must
fully, the lower dose will de be able to "care for most of
crease the anemia possibilityas their needs."
The Studies. The first
it did seem dose-related and
appeared reversible when AZT AZT study was reported in
was discontinued or decreased. February 1986 as a "Phase I"
The decreases will usually trial. Phase I trials are not
occur in the second month of designed to judge treatment
treatment, and the present efficacy; instead theyare evaluns of safety and pharma
study has guidelines for dosage
reductions if the weekly blood cokinetics.
Yet when nearly 75% of
counts start tumbling.
The study only accepts the first 19 patients improved,
patients with an initial hemo the spotlight was instead
globins of at least nine which is thrown on the clinical results.
a hematocrit of 27%; the The patients who improved (15
percentage of blood that is red of 19) had impressive results:
cells (normal is about 40%). Weight gain, improved appe
Unfortunately, this excludes tite, less fever, more helper Tskin test
many AIDS patients who are cells, and restored
reactivity.
severely anemic at the start.
The next study was a
Other than the anemia,
se II to judge efficacy.This
there seem to be few side
effects known so far. Some is the widely publicized
headache, nausea, rash, and placebo-controlled study of
anxiety

symptoms

were

reported.
One of the frightening late
complications could be that if
AZT can suppress cell counts,
could it also cause a later
suppression of the lymphocyte
population in an already
immune suppressed patient?
The patients. The pro
tocol's eligibility is for full
blown AIDS patients with a
history
of
Pneumocystis
pneumonia. This excludes up
to half of the AIDS patients.
Also there is no provision for
the ARC patients, many of
whom have more severe
symptoms than AIDS. The
admission criteria are in some
ways strict. For example, one
of the liver enzymes can only
be three times above normal.
AIDS patients commonly have
these elevations to that extent.
Also, the study requires "histologicallyconfirmed"pneumocystis in some AIDS patients
Enroll me as an MGC member. Enclosed is $20.
Send Gaze to:

/T

282 ARC and AIDS patients.

The study was terminated
when it was apparent lives
were being saved by AZT.
Only one patient died in the
AZT group versus 16 in the
placebo group, in just an
average of 4.5 months of
treatment.
The Prescribing Phar
macy. Accredited hospitalassociated pharmacies need to
apply to be registered with
Burroughs-Wellcome
to
dispense the drug. These
pharmacies will code the
enrollees to ensure confiden
tiality and prescribe the drug in
one-week supplies the first
couple of months, then each
two weeks. The drug must be
stored in a locked, secure
facility.
Patients can, of course,
withdraw from the study at any
time. The medication is free of
charge, but required laboratory
and office visits are the

patient's responsibility.
The
Physician.
The
medication is prescribed only
by physicians who have
registered and been accepted by
the Burroughs-Wellcome drug
company. He, of course, has
to have a valid license to prac
tice medicine and should be
knowledgeable and experien
ced in the diagnosis and
treatment of AIDS.
The doctor then reviews
the patient's responses, labora
tory data, and continues
prescribing AZT in appropriate
doses
according
to the
guidelines of the AZT trial.
There are provisionsfor having
the doses lowered if anemia
begins appearing as a problem.
The pharmacy must have an
approved physician's regis
tration form from the partici
pating physician and a "followup" patient form must be
submitted to the pharmacy and
to
Burroughsforwarded
Wellcome two weeks into the
treatment
and
monthly
thereafter. Any side effectmust
be reported by completing an
"adverse reaction report."
The Future. BurroughsWellcome has said that it is
increasing production of the
drug. Dr. Fauci of NIH has

said it is conceivable that AZT
could be available and on the
maiket by January 1987.
The pressure must be on
both the drug company and the
FDA to increaseits availability.
This was done with the less
proven and effective isoprinosine and ribovarin which
earned "compassionate use
status" a while back.
It is exciting that at last there
can be talk of a treatment for
AIDS. There is even talk of
some molecular alterations that
might improve and decrease the
anemia toxicity of AZT as a
parent compound. The Present
Investigational New Drug
Study by Burroughs-Wellcome
is a gargantuan undertaking
that is beingaccomplished with
rapidity probably never seen in
a treatment offered before.
AZT has a track record that can
allow for some cautious
optimism.

Women's Social Club
presents

'Evening
J4n
at tfie Movies

Address
City/State

• Zip-

featuring aSneakjPreview of a newly released movie

_Enroll me as an MGC member. Do not send Gaze or
any other mail out.
Memphis Gay Coalition
P.O. Box 3038

friday, November 7, 7:30 fB9d

Memphis, TN 38173-0038
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for more information, call TfeB or Carolat324-6949
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Oral Sex Risk
May Be Lower
Three recent research
studies into male sexual prac
tices have recently uncovered
evidence which may prove
there is little or no correlation
between ingesting semen and
testing positive to HIV anti
body
tests.
Researchers,
however, have been quick to
point out the studies were
limited and that they would
prefer to err on the side of
caution.
Researchers are wary of
the limited researching find
ings, according to The Weekly
News (Miami) because there
has not been enough attention
paid to the sexual habits of Gay
men. Most AIDS information
services list ingesting semen as
an unsafe practice and most
health professionals are urging
that semen not enter one's body
at all. While digestive fluids
would almost certainly kill the
AIDS vims, such potentially
unnoticed problems as cuts in
the mouth, gum disease, and
ulcers could substantially raise
the recipient's risk.
Dennis Osmond, director

of the San Francisco General
Hospital "Men at Risk For
AIDS" study, has stated that
though his study is limited to
about 400 men, "the risk of
oral sex is low. But it would
take a long time to demonstrate
that there is a zero risk." None
of the current studies, he says,
can say there is no risk.
Researchers point out that
federal studies on the sexual
practices of Gay men have long
been abandoned or ignored.
There was a CDC oral sex
study abandoned because "their
main aim is to save the hetero
sexuals," said Dr. Will Warner,
a medical consultant for the
Bay Area Physicians for
Human Rights.
It has been suggested that
the possible reason for this is
that the federal government
views Gay sex as "improper,"
therefore
eliminating
the
possibility of there being such
a thing as "safe" Gay sex. This
leaves the private community,
plus state and local organi
zations to fill this void in AIDS
research.

Predictive AIDS Test
on Horizon
A Richmond, CA research
company has applied to the
FDA for approval to begin
trials on a new blood test
which, they say, could predict
whether a person will ever
develop
AIDS.
Bio-Rad
Laboratories plans to conduct
extensive trials of its new test
on blood samples from
throughout the U.S., according
to the Bay Area Reporter.
Researchers from Bio-Rad
indicate that the new test will
measure not just the presence
of HIV antibody, but also the
immune system response to the
virus. The test could be
available as early as June of
1987.
Unlike the present test, this
test would be more of a diag
nostic tool.
Early trials by Bio-Rad
compared results from people
who had developed AIDS sym
ptoms with results from those
who had been exposed but
showed no signs of illness.
Statistics show that as much as
45-50% of those exposed
never develop the disease.

The new test reportedly
will indicate who has a greater
possibility of developing AIDS
in the future.
Concern isdeveloping over
potential use and misuse of the
test if it proves reliable. Insur
ance companies are known to
be pushing for a device to
screen out high-risk indi
viduals. The current ELISA
test carries an FDA warning
label stating that it cannot be
used to screen members of
AIDS risk groups. Gregory K.
Hinckley, speaking on behalf
of Bio-Rad, would not specu
late on such uses, but he said
he saw "a lot of different
avenues" for test applications.
"It could speed up the
development of theraputics by
quickly detecting changes in
the immune system in response
to treatments such as AZT,"
said Hinckley.
Hinckley speculated ano
ther use would be the relief of
"AIDS anxiety." He said the
test could also measure the
degree of possible natural
immunity to the AIDS virus.

December Gaze Deadline
November 15

AIDS
Vaccine
Development
Closer
Seattle, WA - Genetic engineers are
inching
closer
to
providing a vaccine
against AIDS. The re
searchers who report
ed antibody production
against the AIDS virus
in animals earlier this
year, feel they have
found yet another piece
to the puzzle. TheSept.
25 issue of Nature
reports that when the
smallpox vaccine ts
genetically altered to
contain key proteins of
the HIV virus, the body
develops an immune
The research teams
discovered that when
they gave eight mon
keys the altered virus,
there was evidence they
developed protective
antibodies and cellular
immunity.
The possible break
through research was
conducted by two biotechnical companies in
Seattle -- Genetic Sys
tems and Oncogen Cor
porations. Their re
search was financed
privately by BristolMyers Company, ac
cording to the Bay Area
Reporter.
Research with gen
etically altered small
pox vaccine has been
used in the past, but
widepsread use was
discouraged because of
its potential danger to
some people. Experts
doubted that it would
be of use except in a
deadly disease.
While AIDS pa
tients often have the
antibodies
against
AIDS, they are still not
protected against fatal
infections. There is the
possibility that patients
may lack the cellular
immunity that has been
produced in the animal
experiments.
The possibility of
early human testing is
clouded. There are a
number of scientific
and ethical consider
ations before such
research can begin. The
Seattle groups plan to
petition the FDA to

Aid To End AIDS Committee
Sources and Uses of Funds
Through August 31,1986

SOURCES
Tsarus
Memphis Gay Coalition
Aphrodite (Includes $450.00 from Tsarus)
The Queen's Men
Rummage Sale Proceeds
"Buddies" Film Proceeds
George's
The French Connection
Ladies Plus
U.S. Conferenceof Mayors
Men of Leather
In Memorium - Mike Sandin
Wings
J-Wags
Individual Donations

300.00
500.00
2704.00
330.00
1245.00
457.00
2550.00
250.00
940.21
9000.00
50.00
355.00
31.00
37.00
527.00
TOTAL 19657.03

USES

Printing
Travel
PWA Loans
Direct PWA Assistance
Telephone
Rent (Equipment, Film, Playhouse)
Legal Fees
Fixtures (Prophylactic Dispensers)
Postage
Donations
Volunteer Dinner
Supplies (Prophylactics)
Other
Maintenance

2999.39
1382.08
626.40
643.18
292.13
2365.00
385.25
882.00
162.31
1200.00
405.08
496.23
170.06
445.00
TOTAL 12454.11
7202.92

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES
Qen'l Fund
Receipts
7953.03
Expenses 2012.12
Balance
5931.91

TT

Cnnf. Mayors
9000.00
8149.63
850.37

Aphrodite
Total
2704.00 19657.03
2283.36 12454.11
420.64 7202.92

Aid To End AIDS Committee
Balance Sheet
August 31, 1986

Cash In Bank - Checking
- Savings
Petty Cash
Loans Receivable

306.89
6821.03
500.00
520.00
8147.92

Liabilities and Fund Balance
Accounts Payable
Receipts in Excess of Related Expenditures
Allowance for Bad Debts
Fund Balance

1250.00
850.37
520.00
5527.55
8147.92
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Quick Clips 1
The Personals

loves to dance, seeks LF who better than none at all. Back to
is into fitness, reading, pets." work.
by E. C.
"LF, mid 20's, healthy,
No, that doesn't tell enough.
approached by drunks.
voracious reader, seeks similar
3. It's embarrassing to Besides, it doesn't eliminate aged person for companion
People don't believe in a fate
the
weirdies.
worse than death anymore, but walk around with drool on the
"LF, non-smoker, health ship/possible relationship. No
I've got news for them. It front of your shirt.
smokers please. I love all kinds
Sooner or later enforced nut, muscular in a non-butch of music and also animals. I
exists.
way,
bookish, into intellectual
What is it? Moving to a new celibacy cannot be born. You
am a Virgo. Nn Cancers." No,
talk,
fun-loving,
seeks
same
town and having to start all can't live without snuggling a
that's too mystical. Somebody
over again finding Gay friends, day longer. You know your - no whips, no drugs, only might think I believe that stuff.
outdoor
cats,
no
Pekingese."
a Gay support system, the mouth will shrivel from lack of
Besides, that relationship bit is
No,
that's
got
to
be
overdoing
good bars, the hangouts, and kissing. You've got to have
laying it on too thick. I don't
someone with whom to watch it. Maybe I should just give up. want to frighten someone who
of course — dates.
of
"The
Bionic These ads never work anyway. might be Ms. Right. Okay, last
The first four aren't usually reruns
-it's
true
I
know
one
Well
too difficult but the last one? I Woman." You begin to
happy couple that met through try.
get desperate. I find myself consider — THE PERSONAL
"LF
seeks
LF."
the personals. One out of a
smiling at "dyky" looking ADS.
The first step is to examine zillion isn't good odds... but Perfect.
women in the grocery store
(whose husbands inevitibly run some Gay personal ads and see
up saying, "I've found the how other people are writing
spam, dear"). I check the theirs.
For example: "GWM, war
laundry baskets of women in
laundromats for jockey shorts, baby, seeks like aged flower
I know that you're safe.
The miles between us
(of male friends, not their own) child for psychadelic yoga and
But you will be back
grow longer each day.
I get into conversations in the other fun pursuits." Hmmm.
In that I have faith.
For now that I know
library with women I suspect "LF seekscompanion. Am funWell, it's getting late
that you're on your way
are Gay and ask them what loving, outgoing, into S&M."
And I have to move on
To a place where others
they think of Rita Mae Brown Yikes. "Hairy, huggy bear
And look for the future
have once before gone.
wants cuddlesome, also hairy,
as a writer.
'Cause yesterday's gone.
And I know in my heart
Don't tell me to cruise the partner. Must be sensitive." All
that's where you belong.
right. Enough perusal. I'm
bars.
-Mary Y. Russell
With you in my heart,
going to write one.
1.1 hate to sit alone.
"LF,
quiet,
bookish,
2. I hate
being

For Richard Hunt

LOVE
is The Center Of Christ—

Who Am I
I am a doctor, lawyer, a
mother or, father
A teacher, an author, a
movie star, a director
A producer, a writer, a
business "son, a dentist
I am a tax-laying citizen,
but I have no rights.
I am a sister or brother, an
aunt or uncle
The girl or guy next door.
I have not stolen or raped
or brought harm to my
fellow citizen,
But I am a criminal.
I believe in God, but I am
called ungodly.
I am not an animal;
the law protects them
but not me.
I am your neighbor.
I watch my children
and yours grow.
I fought in the war with
you for peace.
Now I fight for peace
from you.
I fought under the
American flag for human
rights, but I have none.
Who am I?
I am a homosexual.

^

-Debbie Holden

J

Gay Women's
Social Group

As Christ's Church
We Always Try To Keep
Love in The Center Of Us
We are a group of Christians that happen to be gay. We meet
together and enjoy worshipping a God who doesn't
discriminate.
The true love of Jesus Christ can change your life. Come and
experience God with us. we welcome ANYONE.

GREENSONG

For More Information Call:

1458 GETWELL
743-8808

Foliage
NEW LOCATION

Time to Plant
HollandBulbs
and
Grass Seed!

735-9408

Or Call The Ga*- Switchboard

Agape New Life Congregateon
We meet Sundays at 11 AM to study the word of Cod and relate it to our
modern day lives.

V

The premiere meeting of
the Gay Women's Social
Group (as yet unnamed) on
Oct. 12, was a great suc
cess. The turnout was good
and all present enjoyed
themselves greatly. The
excellent conversation was
the high point of the day,
although the food wasn't
bad either. (All participants
made a valient effort to
consume the cheese; even
so, there was enough to
feed every woman in Mem
phis proper.) Conversation
ranged from local politics
spicy bits I can't really
mention in a family paper. I
did some eavesdropping
and found quite a few avid
campers. Carol and Deb
say a camping trip is
definitely in the works.
Many thanks to Robin for
the generous loan of her
home and Carol and Deb
for their hard work.
The next event will be
announced in Gaze and
everyone is welcome. Hope
to see you there. For more
info call Carol or Deb at
324-6949.
-E.C.

Quick Clips normally
occupies this space, but in
trying to get the paper out
before Hallowe'en, playing
Suzy Homemaker and Sally
Seamstress in putting together
MY Hallowe'en costume, I
simply haven't had the time to
dig up the dirt on anyone. But I
have heard a few enticing
rumors... Someone has his eye
out to buy almost a whole city
block in Midtown (one of us,
you ninny)... Word is that
George Wilson has done a
TOP NOTCH job in designing
the new Aristocrat Club. We
wonder if the membership is a
good idea thoughOne serious thing before I
go... I came out at the time
when Anita Bryant was doing
her thing in Florida. Recently
55 people were named to
receive the Ellis Island Medal
of Honor for outstanding
representation of an ethnic
group. There was one entry for
"Native American." It was for
Anita Bryant. You can't tell me
that out of 240 million people,
they couldn't have come up
with someone (ANYONE)
else. Heavy sigh! - ABC

But
Blanche
(Rue
McQanahan) is apparantly
ignorant on the subject. When
the visitor's sexual orientation
is revealed, her response is
"I've
never known any
personally, but isn't Danny
Thomas one?" Dorothyquickly
adds: "Not Lebanese, Blanche!
Lesbian!"

Gay Computer
BB Debuts
A computer-based bulletin
board service recently opened
in Memphis to serve the Gay
community. Known as "The
Personals," the service adapts a
newspaper-like format with
different areas of the bulletin
board serving as the different
sections of the newspaper.
According
to "Lucky
Ernie," the SYSOP (system
operator), the system began

sexual preferences as well.
In order to access "The
Personals," a user must have a
computer or a terminal and a
modem. It is available for use
at 300 or 1200 baud, and the
editor cautions (more technical
stuff) to set communication
protocols for 8 data bits, 1 stop
bit, and no parity protocol. The
telephone number (data only)is

operation quietly on October 8,
and has been registering 2-3
new users everyday. Ernie
says the users are not just from
the Memphis area, but come
from all over the country
including St. Louis, Knoxville,
Tampa.
Users
are
and
encouraged to use pseudonyms
which will allow users to
express themselves openly.
Each section of "The (901)274-6713.
Personals" has a sub-sysop, or
editor. In addition to the Front
Page (general news), the
Funny Pages (humopr), and
The Editorials (a discussion
forum), the operator hopes to
be able to offer articles
provided by Gaze, ATEAC,
Monika Kehoe, who
and the latest in AIDS
information. Other possibilities conducted a study of older Gay
include regional and national women in 1980, recently
networking
with
similar pointed out that there are an
services. Emie also pointed out estimated one million Gay
that, while the board has a women over the age of 60 in
predominantly Gay theme, the U.S.; but thanks to
there are sections for other society's attitudes about age,

Older Gay
Women Triply
Invisible

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
AFTER HOURS

women, and homosexuality,
they remain "triply invisible."
While many of the women had
their first same-sex encounter
in childhood, others were "late
bloomers" who didn't ac
knowledge their homo-sexual
ity until middle age. Most of
those in the survey prefer mon
ogamous relationships with
women of the same age, and
more than half live alone in
their own homes. For Lesbians
who can't live on their own,
the situation is not very happy.
"Every nursing home in this
country has at least one
Lesbian who can't get the help
and counseling she needs
because she's scared to death
of speaking out," said Kehoe.

1268 Madison
725-1909

Gay Monks
Threaten
Monastery
Greek Orthodox monks
have barracaded themselves in
a male-only monastery and
threatened to set fire to the10th
century sanctuary because they
have been ordered expelled
because of homosexuality.
Fourteen monks at the
Vatopedi Monastery - one of
twenty on the Athos peninsula
that are closed to women - have been accused of
"committing sacrilege through
acts which scandalize the
Orthodox faith." The charges
were apparently brought by a
council of
abbots
who
administer the monasteries on
the peninsula. A church source
says the monks are accused of
homosexuality. When the
abbots asked
Ecumenical
Patriarch Demitrio to expel the
monks because of their
"immoral life," the fourteen
threatened to bum down the
monastery.

Golden Girls
Host Lebanese
Hollywood
—
An
upcoming episode of The
Golden Girls features a visit
from a friend of Dorothy's
(Bea Arthur) who is a Lesbian.

NOW AT J-WAG'S
EVERY DAY 11AM TO 7 PM HAPPY HOUR
85C BOTTLE BEER - 5QCDRAFT
MONDAY & TUESDAY - 7 PM -3 AM - Happy Hour Prices
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY 8 - MIDNIGHT BEER BUST $1.00 ALL YOU CAN DRINK
SUNDAY - PATIO COOKOUT 6 PM UNTIL - PATIO BAR OPEN
ALL BEER ON PATIO 70$ (If raining, Cookout will be Held Inside)

NEW BAR IN TV LOUNGE
MONDAY / TUESDAY - TV Bar Closed
WEDNESDAY - Dynasty Party - Happy Hour Prices Free Munchies (TV Lounge Only)
THURSDAY - Cartoons & Movie - Happy Hour Prices Free Munchies (TV Lounge Only)
FRIDAY - Male Strip Films and Music - 10pm - until -SATURDAY - Movie at 10 PM
SUNDAY - Oldies Movie Night - Free Munchies at 10 pm
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Incest
Treatment
Workshops Set
Two workshops on the
treatment of incest victims,
their survivors, and families
will be presented in November
in Nashville and Memphis.
Ther workshops, presented
by The Psychological Asso
ciates, is called "No More
Secrets: Dealing With Incest."
The workshops will be
presented as an all-day
sessions and are designed for
professionals. Dianne Cleve
land, Ph.D. will conduct the
workshops.
Dr. Cleveland is the author
of Incest: The Story of Three
Women, the first major attempt
to investigate the long term
consequences of a childhood
sexual experience with one's
father. Formerly the Director of
the Child Abuse Prevention
Piject of the Georgia Dept. of
Human Resources, she is now
enaged in private practice of
psychotherapy as Director of
the
Peachtree Counseling
Center in Atlanta. In addition,
she is a consultant toother
professionals on issues result
ing from sexual abuse.
The workshops offer APA

94 North Avalon
Memphis

November 8 and on the Rhodes
College campus on November
15. For further information,
call ATEAC's RossWeisiger at
327-2971. Attendees are re
quested to attend both sessions.
There is no charge.

ATEAC General
Meeting Slated
The Aid to End AIDS
Committee will meetat the Red
Cross,
1400 Central Ave.
Sunday, November 16, at 2:00
PM. Anyone interested in
becoming
involved
in
ATEAC's activities or learning
more about them is encouraged
to attend.

MCC/Nashville In
November
Saturday, November 15th
- MCC Homecoming, 10 year
Anniversary. Mortgage MealPot Luck + $3.00.
Sunday, November
16th
- Rev. Tom Bigelow, Gary
Hardin, and many others will
join us for our homecoming.
Won't you?
Kathy Colletta's Birthday!
Thursday, November 27th MCC will serve a Thanks

giving dinner at noon for those
who want the fellowship and a
wonderful meal. Don't be
alone. Please come and join us.
There is no charge.
MCC/Nashville in
December
Saturday, December 6th Sunday
December
7th
- Nashville CARES training at
MCC, 131 15th Ave N. Call
321-0118 for details.

Stop AIDS Concert
A STOP AIDS Concert
will be held at Preston's in
Little Rock all day and Night
Nov. 30. Romanovsky and
Phillips, Rhett & Co. of
Nashville, and others will
perform. The film "Buddies"
will also be shown. The event
is being sponsored by Twisted
Entertainment

Aid to End AIDS Committee

Knoxville's Lesbian
Rap
Group meets on alternate
Thursdays at 8:30 PM. Call
Carmen at 615-690-3313 for
details.

General Meeting

Sunday, November 16
2:00 Red Cross Building
1400 Central Ave.

Buddies Training

Knoxville's The Unheard
Voices Choir will present
"Unheard Voices Go To The
Movies in November. Call 615521-6546 for more infomation.

Saturday Nov. 8 and 15th

Call Ross Weisiger at 327-2971
for registration information

Category I Continuing educa -

tion credit for those who
complete the workshop.
The Nashville workshop
will be held Friday, Nov. 7 at
the Holiday Inn-Briley Park
way, while the Memphis
workshop will be at the
Holiday Inn-International Air
port on November 14. For
regisration information, contact
The Psychological Associates
at 1-919-485-3696.

HALLOUIEEH WIGHT

ATEACBuddies
Training

y
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Memphis ~ The next
training session of the Aid to
End
AIDS
Committee's
"Buddies" program will take
place on two consecutive
Saturdays in November.
The Buddies consist of
trained volunteers who provide
direct services to persons with
AIDS and AIDS-related complex. Orientation to the
program will include films, an
overview of the AIDS situa
tion, care of dying patients,
development of listening skills
and sensitivity to the needs of
terminally ill people.
The training will con
sist of two ail-day sessions.
The first will take place at the
Church on The River on

rewMT 7*
memphls
BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER
An InterracialGay Organization for AllPeople

Frustrated?
We've Been There,
too.
Talk It Out.

Sometimes talking can help. A group
of Gay Memphlans have begun an
Informal rap/support group to
expand our knowledgeof ourselves.
, Meetings areheld everyother week
at various locations.Call 454-14 f I for
location Information. GayRap is a
public service of the Memphis Gay
Coalitlop.

Join Us.

BWMT/MEMPHIS: NOVEMBER ACTIVITIES
Wed. Nov 5th: Health Issues Committee, Irwin's, 750 pm Reports on the N.A. AIDS Task Force Goals and
Activities and on the NAN Weekend in Nashville. Progress
reports on local programs.
Sun., Nov. 9th: Brunch Bunch Lunch:Pancho's.Union&MeLean,
1pm
Tueday, Nov. 11th: Discussion Group: "Racism - Definition/
Position", Irwin's, 7.3ftpm.
Sat, Nov.15th: Board Meeting:/ pm, Jeffs
Sat, Nov 22nd: GAME PARTY, Joe's, 8 pm. Bring your
favorite game or cards/
Mon., Nov.24th: GeneralMeeting: 7:30 pm,Main Library
t (Peabody and McLean).
BWMT S.EINetwork Conferencein Atlanta:Nov. 26-30
For information,<$f 278-7092,274-6280,or 726-1461

as* W f§£ &&

WORKSHOPS, PARTIES,MEN - SEMINARS, PARTIES,
MEN-CONTESTS
Wed., Dec.3rd: HealthCommittee Meeting,Irwin's, 750 pm.
For Details: Call Bill (272-3705), Jeff/Durrell (278-7092) or|

,1

Irwin (726-1461) or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773
Memphis, TN 38174-1773

noncommercial ads FREE. Limit of
RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS:
30 words (including address or phon e number) and a $2 charge for us
our P.O. Box. Please specify if you want to use our box. Commercial ads
at the rate of 20* per word, $3 minnimum. Phone numbers and zip. codes
are free. $2 additional charge for use of our P.O. Box. Deadline for ads is
5 days prior to the publication date which is usually the last Friday of the
TN 38173-0038.
month. Send to Gaze, Box 3038,

GBF eariy 30s, 1 child,
looking for GWF with same
interests as music, singing, &
loving. MCC-oriented andnonpromiscuous. Write: Valarie at
131 15th Ave. N., Nashville,
TN 37202.

Talk about beautiful! Has
everyone seen my daughter's
(Cindy) graduation pictures
yet? I am so PROUD of her!
Joyce

Kellie, thank you for 3
beautiful warm years. It sure
has been hard sometimes but
we made it. Do you remember
I.F.W.T.B.R. and "1 Guess
That's Why They Call It The
Blues?" Love, Joyce

Hairy Men/Admirers. Bears/
Trappers: Nationwide uncensored ad listings. Infopixpak
$3.00: MAN-HAIR, 59 West
10th, NYC 10011.
PHOENIX - Gay AA - See
listing in Information and
Services Directory.
East TN Alternative Lifestyles
(ETAL) support, educational,
and social organization for
Gay, Lesbian, and bisexual
people in theTri-Cities, TNand
surrounding areas. Meetings
are weekly and open to all
interested. For information, call
(615) 753-6237 oe write
ETAL, Box 23063, Johnson
City TN 37614.

Support MGC. Meetings at GWM 25 - seeks sincere
Peabody and McLean Library GWM 25-36 for permanent
at 7:30 on Monday November relationship (No Ferns), prefer
3rd and 17th in Meeting Room non-drinker. Am 6', blonde,
B. Help the Memphis Gay blue eyes, a smoker, loving
Community (and yourself) and love Pepsi. Enjoy music
keep on the move Join the and friends and would move
from my location. Reply to:
Memphis Gay Coalitioa
S.W., Rt. 1 Box 67, Trumann,
Like to run and bicycle? Join
AR 72472.
THE
DOUBLE
ANONYMITY
Frontmnners, Memphis' group
for Gay aerobiphiles. Call Rick GROUP for Gays with sub Friends Needed ... for Gay/
stance
abuse
problems
meets
at 274-0454 for detailsor write
Lesbian clients inan alternative
P.O. Box 40311, Memphis, every Thursday at 7:30 PM. sentencing program. Stable,
For more information, please
TN 38174-0311
call Dale at 926-3562 or Sue at patient volunteers are sought to
work with Opportunity House
Julia/Linda. Thank you for 926-7704.
Support Center. Call Rev. Paul
taking care of our daughter.
Tucker for details at 615-320Bi-W/M,
25,
New
to
Memphis
We appreciate you more than
0288.
you know. We love you, Joyce seeking bi-Female/Male, 20-25
for friendship/companionship. SISTERS UNITED is a
and Kellie.
Must be clean & sincere and "creative word" for Lesbians
BIBLICAL,
CHRISTIAN willing to introduce me to interested in attaining their
AND LESBIAN/GAY? YES! Memphis. Reply to: Ross, highest potential. A quarteriy
For positive support and 3634 Durrand #3. Memphis, magazine with enlightening
helpfulMiterature, contactEOM TN 38118
editorials - communication
(Evangelical Outreach Minis
connection - Lesbian poetry,
news and views. $7/year. Free
tries), Box 7882, Atlanta, GA
30357-(404) 261-5710
GWM, 36, 5'8", 135 lbs, sample issue. Sisters United 118 W. Sparics St. Galena,
Blonde hair,blue eyes, straightacting.
Seeks
same for KS 66739.
friendship,
relationship
The Memphis Gay Coalition
provides Gaze newspaper, the possible. Call Tom 615-834Gay Switchboard, GayRap , 5917.
and the annual River Ride.

Marvin's homy!
Save $2 on THE LOVE OF
TWO WOMEN, a Lesbian
romance. 155 pp. Slightly
smeared back cover. $4.00
postpaid. Women Prints - 118
W. Sparks St, Galena, KS
66739.
After all these years, Gaze
is still only $8 a year. Why not
subscribe?

Find a friend!

V Non-Commercial classifieds are FREE

What Could You Do With An
Extra $200 A Month?
Here's a few suggestions:

'%

#Pay Off Bills
•Go Out To Eat Every Weekend
•Buy A New Outfit (or 2) Every Month
•Save Up For That Really Great Vacation
•And There Are Many More, Imagination Is The Only Limit

The Roommates Place

can help you cut your living expenses in half [or thirds) and maybe YOU could have an extra
*200* a month. If your rent's too high, do something about it! Whether you have a place and
need a roommate, or are looking for a roommate that already has a place, CALL US

735-9408
The Roommate Place
P.O. Box 2464
West Memphis, AR 72301
Hours: Hon. Tue « Fri 5 PM-9 PM
Wed. Thur 81 Sat 9 AM-9 PM

•This amount may »ary depending on your actual Hying expenses.

Here Are A Few Of Our Listings
Young male couple seeking person
to rent extra bedroom. Share
bedroom and half of utilities.
Under $200/mth.
Female has three bedroom, 2 bath
apt. in luxurious complex. Two
bedrooms available. Call for more
details.

Male needs home under$150/mth.
Willing to split expenses and not
picky about area of town.

See Something that interests you?
Give us a call. Today!

1987 Washington
March Called
New Yoik -The March on
Washington Committee has
issued a call for a March on
Washington in 1987 con
cerning Lesbian/Gayand AIDSrelated issues. The Committee
was formed at a meeting of
representatives of national Gay
organizations and other inter
ested individuals in New York
City in July.
Every Gay organization in
the U.S. is invited to send two
or more representatives to an
organizing conference in New
Yoric City, November 14-16 to
establish the demands, set the

Minority AIDS
Grant

Washington
Tire
Chicago Resource Center has
awarded a grant of $10,000 to
the National AIDS Network
(NAN) for support of pre
existing AIDS education mod
els targeted at minority com
munities. Given the significant
impact of AIDS on the Black
and Hispanic communties, the
distribution of these resources
is timely and necessary.
The National AIDS Net
work is a national information
resource center for AIDS
education and service delivery.
NAN is committed to working
with People of Color in
addressing this deadly epi
demic.
"The need for culturally
sensitive AIDS education ma
terials is critical in addressing
AIDS in minority commun
ities," said NAN executive
director Paul Kawata. "This
grant will give us the
secret trust fund administered opportunity to share some of
with
by Wallace Sheft, Hudson's the resources
CPA. Sheft has refused to organizations all across the
release details of the trust but country"
Sara Davidson, Rock's bi
ographer, writes that Hudson's
trust originally provided for
former lover Tom Clark. If he
were not living, the trust's
income would revert to friends
Naiad Press, Inc of
George Nader and Mark
Miller. Davidson's comments Tallahassee, Florida has an
are from her book Rock nounced the acquisition of the
holdings of Blazon Books of
Hudson: His Story.
Chicago, Illinois.
All books published by
Blazon Books will now
become Naiad Press books.
Currently, Blazon is the pub
lisher of Winged Dancer, Paz,
and Soul Snatcher by Camarin
men and Lesbians from both Grae. The popular women's
the Black and Gay Commun titles fit well into Naiad's
ities."
program.
Subscriptions ($10.00 for
Naiad is hurrying to press
one year) and information on with Winged Dancer and with
NCBLG can be obtained by Paz which should be available
writing the National Coalition by presstime. Soul Snatcher,
of Black Lesbians and Gays, the only Grae title not out of
930 F Street, NW, Suite 514, stock, will be distributed by
Washington, DC 20004.
Naiad until the current stock
disappears and will then be
reprinted in a Naiad Press
edition.

date, develop the structure,
choose the leadership, and plan
the woik for the march. It is
strongly recommended that
delegations be of gender parity
(for organizations with male
and female members) and
inclusive of People of Color.
The call has been mailed
nationwide. It urges interested
organizations to write to the
Committee at P.O. Box 1876,
Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY
10011. Pre-registration
is
necessary and is urged as soon
as possible. The registration
fee is $25 perorganization.

Lover and Sister
Fight For Rock's Estate
Rock
Hudson's
$8.5
million estate represents the
spoils of the battle for two
people fighting over it.
Husdon's last lover, Marc
Christian isseeking $10 million
saying Hudson lied to him and
may have exposed him to
AIDS. Hudson's adopted sis
ter, Alice Waier, is pursuing
her claim as heir to the $8.5
million.
If they are not successful in
the claims, all the wealth will
go to the beneficiaries of a

Naiad Press
Buys Blazon

Black/Out is Out
Washington ~ Black!Out, a
quarterly journal of news,
commentary, and culture for
Gay men and women of
African descent, has made its
first appearance. Published by
the National Coalition of Black
Lesbians and Gays (NCBLG),
Black/Out's goal is to "counter
the alienation of Black Gay

Do You Know Enough - Lesbian Trivia

The Lesbian trivia game "Do You Know Enough" will
be available for Christmas from Lip Service, Inc. Over
3,000 questions are included in the game and six categories
are covered: potluck, "our story," arts, music, enter
tainment, fun and games, and earth sciences.
If you're interested in having an early copy, write Lip
Service, Inc., P.O. Box 63362, St. Louis, MO 53163.

John Birch
Strapped
The Weekly News (Miami)
reports that the John Birch
Society, whose founder once
accused Pres. Eisenhower of
being a communist agent, has
fallen deeply into debt.
According to their recent
financial report, the Society has

liabilities of $9.1 million, :
only $26,142 in assets.

NOGLSTP
Publishes
Pamphlet

Arkansas
Women To Hold
Retreat

The Arkansas Women's
Retreat will be held in a state
Dark lodge that has bunk beds
for 110 people, a lounge, and
showers, according to a press
release. Other amenitiesinclude
As part of a continuing fireplaces, walk-in coolers, an
series, the National Organi ice-maker, and cooking facil
zation of Gay and Lesbian ities.
Scientists
and
Technical
Organizers say the retreat,
Professionals (NOGLSTP) has to be held November 7-9, will
published
an
educational be a weekend to havefun, meet
pamphlet "Measuring the Gay people, relax, and hold
and Lesbian Population." The discussions on issues. Women
pamphlet reviews the scientific will be able to call togetherdis
research addressing the topics cussion groups on any topic
of how many Gay and they wish. Plans to have a
Lesbians are in the USA, and talent show and impromptu
their demographic character video-drama are included.
istics.
For further information,
The pamphlet discusses contact Suzanne Pharr at 501research from the past 40years - 372-5113. Official registration
- from the 1948 Kinsey was closed October 15, but
surveys to 1980's research. In there may be a few spaces
addition to presenting infor remaining.
mation about the USA in
general, the brochure also
presents more detailed studies
of San Francisco, Washington,
DC, and Chicago. The pam
phlet covers both direct mea
surements of the Gay/Lesbian
populationandindirectmeasureBlack and White Men
ment through the 1980 Census Together of Memphis has an
data.
nounced its new officers after
This pamphlet is part of a
an election held Sept. 29.
continuing seriesof educational
New co-chairs are Joe C
pamphlets
published
by and Jeff H. National Asso
NOGLSTP and funded by the ciation representatives are Jeff
Chicago Resource Center. A
H. and Bill L. Other officers
previous pamphlet discusses
include Bill R. as secretary,
the contributions of famous
Mark P. as treasurer, and
Gay and Lesbian scientists.
Aaron R. as member-at-large.
For more information,
contact NOGLSTP at P.O.
Box 14138, Chicago, IL
60614.

BWMT
Announces 1987
Officers

BWMT
Launches AIDS
Busters
Memphis -The BWMT/
Memphis Health Committee
went out "en masse" Saturday,
September 20 to become the
Memphis "AIDS-Busters".
According to the BWMT
newsletter, the group descend
ed on the Apartment Club,
George's,
and
Backstreet
armed with posters, brochures,
and free condoms. An "AIDS
in the Black Community"
display was set up at The
Apartment
Organizers report that they
were greeted warmly by
management and patrons alike
and that they intend to provide
more free condoms in the
future to emphasize "Safe Sex
for Life."

Tennessee
Guards Tattooed

Nashville - Five guards at
the Tennessee State Peniten
tiary have been fired for their
participation in a wild birthday
party where they whipped
another officer and had a
maximum security prisoner
give them all "special tattoos."
The officers claimed that the
incident was merely a "harm
less bit of fun, a birthday
prank." Sure.

NOW
Meetings
NOW meets on the first
Tuesday of every month at
7 pm in Meeting Room B
of the Main Library at
Peabody and McLean.
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Denver, but don't overlook
room, and occasional shows. of Colorado has two Gay bars. The Broker, Greenbriar, and Colorado's other interesting
Enter from the supervised The Boulder Express, located the Black Bear Inn, twenty cities.
parking lot in the rear.The Exit in a shopping center at 2075 miles north in Lyons.
[For more detailed infor
When Katherine Lee Bates
at 2028 Sheldon is 11/2 blocks 30th Street is the 'super* disco
mation, pick up a copy of the
southeast of Colorado Ave. with dancing and video. CJ.'s visited Colorado in 1893, she Bob Damron Address Book
and 29th Street. This fun estab Fort at 2850 29th Street is an was inspired to write 'America '87 - America's foremost
lishment attracts a diversified alternative, friendly neighbor the Beautiful.' The opening travel guide -- available atmost
bar with a pool table. The lyrics are, "O beautiful for better bars, baths, and book
DOING AMERICA crowd and has recently added hood
an upstairs bar. Womenlike the News Stand at 1720 15th spacious Skies, for amber stores throughout America. Or
WITH
Street
offers books and a waves of grain... For purple send $14.00 for your copy
2735 Club on E. Yampa while
BOB DAMRON
kids, 18 through 21, prefer the cruisy arcade. I stay at the Bro mountain majesties above the (which includes postage and
Colorado with an average Annex at 1807 De Paul. The ker Inn, where Brass head fruited plan". This really is handling)toBobDamronEnterpopular and cruisy book store boards, Pink Sheets, and 'God's Country'. Winter has prises, Inc., PO Box 14-077,
elevation of 6,800 feet is the
wonderful
skiing,
while
highest state in the Union. It is n town is the First Amendment Flocked wallpaper resemble a
San Francisco, CA 94114.
also spectacularly beautiful. at 220 E. Fillmore, an empor Victorian house of ill-repute. summer, fall, and springtime in Also available is the Spartacus,
Rockies
offer
hiking,
the
The
Flagstaff
House
is
a
Nearly everyone knows the ium catering to your needs and
International Gay Guide at
horseback
riding,
swimming,
'must' for straight dining. It is
exciting city of Denver - if for fantasies.
tennis, $25.00.]
Just around the comer dressy and expensive but has hunting, fishing,
no other reason than seeing it
rafting,
and
other
sports.
wonderful
food
and
a
marvel
on TV's favorite nighttime from the Exit is a 'fun' restor
soap opera Dynasty. Many ation called 'Old Colorado ous view of Boulder. Also try Cruising may be better in
others are familiar with City'. Henri's Bar and res
Colorado's great ski resorts taurant is not necessarily
like Aspen, Vail, Brecken- renowned for their Mexican
ridge, and Broadmore. Inciden food, but attracts a certain older
tally, if you are going to Breck- clientele during the cocktail
enridge, approximately 100 hour. They are located at 2427
have a private ceremony rather other with?
miles west of Denver and W. Colorado. Straight dining Lesbian Mothers'
1. How to tell your child
than do it during Sunday Mass, as
Colorado Springs, be sure and in "The Springs" can be
is the custom in our parish: the you're Gay.
Network
check out the Bunk House - chancy. Best bets include La
2. What happens if she/he
priest wanted to avoid the appear
Petite
Maison,
Finn's,
Red
longtime friends and adver
ance of condoning our family rejects you?
Jan and I celebrated five years
tisers in the Address Book. Cloud Inn, London Grill at the
3. Child custody and dealing
arrangement), employers (I don't
Now to Colorado's other lar Antlers, Steaksmith, Zebe's, together last July. In addition to have the energy to even begin to with an ex-husband.
each other, we have an elevenand
the
historic
Briarhurst
Man
gest cities, Boulder, Colorado
4. What are your legal rights?
address how employers ignore our
month-old
son,
a
dog,
two
cats,
or in Manitou Springs. The
Springs, and Pueblo.
existence), health and automobile What is the reality of the system
The Pike's Peak region, Broadmore is still one of the and four hermit crabs. We have en clubs (how many times have we in Tenn/Miss/Ark?
surrounding Colorado Springs, twelve best resorts in America, joyed our son so much that we been told we don't qualify as a
5. Adoption and artificial
decided to have another one right
is one of America's mostpopu but I prefer thecentrally located
insemination.
away — our second child is due in family, and thus miss out on a
lar resort areas. It began nearly Antlers Plaza, a good new
6. Raising well-adjusted kids
family
discount?),
schools,
banks,
late January. We consider our
seventy years ago when the downtown highrise which re
in a homophobic society.
selves very lucky to be able to credit bureaus, publically funded
Lesbian motherhood and
world famous Broadmore placed two more romantic
assistance programs, slate and
have
the
family
we've
dreamed
of
Hotel was built - a playground predecessors.
federal governments, libraries, the the working world.
Pueblo, with a population for years.
8.
Providing
sensitive,
for the wealthy and celebrated,
So instead of a mother and a Armed Forces, and on, and on... loving male role models for your
of
just
over
100,000,
is
who arrived in their own
Our energy has been consumed
private railroad cars. Today, Colorado's third largest city. It father, our family has two with always having to work children.
9. The cost, quality and
with a population of 225,000, began as a crossroads for mothers. Society has a hard time around established policy, always
it is the second largest city in Indians, fur traders, and early dealing with this concept and, in an exception to the rule, when we availability of child care.
the state and by far the most Spanish explorers. I'm sure it the end, judges that it is not a deal with the "system".
10. Dealing with your "other"
interesting - after nearby Den was much more interesting legitimate arrangement. So in addi
As those of you reading this family.
then. Today it is a dull manu tion to the myriad of problems are already aware, disapproval
ver, only sixty miles north.
11. Women who have Lesbian
every
parent
must
face,
we
are
Numerous tourist attrac facturing city with littleto offer
from society tends to breed self- mothers.
tions such as Pike's Peak, the except the State Fair in late reminded daily that our joint contempt. We have had enough of
12. Dating.
Royal George, Cripple Creek, August. The only Gay bar is El committment to the health and self-contempt. The financial
13. Physical, emotional, and
toll
Manitou Springs, Garden of Chaparal at 217 E. Northern, a happiness of our children and of not being treated as a family sexual abuse.
the Gods, Pike's Peak Cog disco that elicits mixed ourselves is not legitimate.
14. Where to get help We do not have the comfort may be great, but the psycho
Railway, Cave of the Winds, emotions. If you have to go to
logical toll can be even greater, - Counseling, shelters, emergency
picturesque ghost towns, Pro- Pueblo, stay at the Holiday Inn of knowing our situation has been and we don't want any part of it assistance, training and employ
rodeo Hall of Champions, Mt. and try Top O' the Town for considered (ie. "stamped with the Particularly since the first casualty ment programs, day care, handi
Manitou Incline, Ski Broad dining. Places of interest, if seal of approval") when policy is (among many) would probably be capped, tutoring, alcoholism, drug
more, and the U.S. Figure you'll pardon the expression, established by insurance com the relationship between Jan and addiction, etc.
Skating Hall of Fame can be include Mineral Palace Park panies (we cannot be covered as a myself (ever wonder why Gay
15. Facing divorce.
found here. Colorado Springs and the University of Southern "family"), the IRS (after the baby relationships don't make it?). All
16. The pregnant Lesbian.
is bom and Jan decides to remain
is also the proud home of the Colorado.
17. Alternatives in healthcare
over
the
pain
of
not
being
legiti
Boulder, just 30 miles at home to care for the two chil mized by society? No thanks.
U.S. Air Force Academy and
for you and your children.
its unique cadet chapel. Annual north-west of Denver, is a dren, I will not be able to claim
18. Instant Mother - Taking
We'll form our own support
her
or
"her"
baby
as
depen
events include the Pike's Peak pretty city and the 'gateway' to
network," I said. So we started on your lover's children.
Hill Climb on the fourth of Rocky Mountain National dents; nor can I claim the medical asking all our friends if they knew
If you have the same need for
expenses
associated
with
the
Park.
It
has
a
population
of
July, Pike's Peak or Bust
any other Lesbian mothers in association that we do, give us a
Rodeo in August, and the great nearly 100,000, but the aver delivery as a deduction), the Cen Memphis. "Sure!" Many of them call at 743-3649 after 6 pm (And
Pike's Peak Balloon Race over age age is thirty, and the sus Bureau (again, we are not said. "There's so-and-so and her if you don't have the same need
counted as a family), hospitals
median
disposable
income
is
Labor Day weekend.
lover." But none of them really for association, call to tell us how
Colorado Springs is a real $25,000 annually. Thus youth (typically only the husband and had a direct connection like a tele you manage it). Ask for Alix.
fun bar-town, especially week and pride is manifest in a laid- the mother of the woman giving phone number. So a year later (That's not my name, but you
birth are allowed as visitors),
back
ambiance
that
appreciates
ends. There are several Gay
we're
getting
serious.
We're know how it is when you have to
places, but the 'biggies' are the physical fitness. Boulder en neighborhood welcoming groups addressing you directly.
protect your family from the "everExit and the Hide & Seek. The joys a wealth of cultural activi (they tend to shy away from two
Lesbians-With-Children, we'd powerful" employer.) We look
adult
females
who
are
not
latter complex at 512 W. ty including a Philharmonic
like to share our positive energy forward to hearing from you.
obviously
related),
churches
(when
Colorado is a hot men's Orchestra, Music Festival, and
with you. Are there concerns we Alix and Jan
establishment with several Summer Shakespearean Festival. it was time to have our son have in common or can help each Memphis, TN
The home of the University baptized, it was suggested that we
bars, disco-dancing, a game

Box 3038

Aristocrat Club: 630 Madison MEMPHIS
526-2634.
ORGANIZATIONS
A Cappella Chorus: (Church The Apartment: 343 Madison of Christ) Box 11616, Memphis 525-9491.
Back Street: 94 N. Avalon
38111.
Aid to
End AIDS Commit (Downstairs) - 278-9324.
tee (ATEAC): Box 40389, The Eighth Day: 1382 Poplar 725-9877.
Memphis 38174-0389.
French
Connection:
American
Civil
Liberties The
Union (ACLU) : 85 Union, 598 Marshall - 526-1038.
Memphis 38103 - (901) 521- George's: 600 Marshall - 5261038.
9875.
Black & White Men Toge The Inferno: 616 Marshall ther: Box 41773, Memphis 526-1038.
38174 - 272-3705, 278-7092, or J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 7251909.
726-1461.
Frontrunners of Memphis: Jackie's: 1474 Madison - 272Box 40311, Memphis 38174- 1104.
The Pendulum: 92 N. Avalon
0311.
GALA: Students for Gay & (Upstairs) - 725-1530.
Lesbian
Awareness: Room P. W. Bumps: 238 N. Cleve
425, University Center, Memphis land - 726-9953.
State
University,
Memphis The Rich and Famous: 1528
Madison. - 278-9321.
38152.
MISCELLANEOUS
Memphis
Center
for
Reproductive Health: 1462 Airport Adult Theatre: 2214
Brooks
Rd E. - 345-0657.
Poplar, Memphis 38104 - 274Book Cottage: 2113 Madison
3550.
Memphis
Gay
Coalition: (Overton Square) - 726-5857.
Box 3038, Memphis 38173-0038 - The Book Mart: 852 S.
Cooper - 278-9546.
726-GAYY.
Adult
Book
M-PAC: Box 40311, Memphis Cherokee
Store: 2947 Lamar - 744-7494.
38174-0311 - 278-2970.
World:
1814
Mystic
Krewe
of Fantasy
Aphrodite:
Box
41822, Winchester - 346-2086.
Inn:
628-630
Memphis 38174-1822.
Georgetown
National Organization for Madison - Reservations (901) 525Women (NOW): Box 40982, 0725.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275
Memphis 38104.
Getwell - 454-7765.
Parents Together: 274-6262.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 272- Getwell Adult Book Store:
1617 Getwell - 745-9054.
0609.
of
Leather:
1266
Tsarus: Box 41082, Memphis Men
Madison - 722-8963.
38174-1082.
Adult Theatre:
Wings: Box 41784, Memphis Mid-Town
38174-1784.
1360 Poplar-7254306.
Paris Adult Entertainment
MEDIA
Ganymede: Computer Bulletin Center: 2432 Summer - 323Board, 300 Baud, Free, Available 2665.
24 hrs, 278-0167, Password - Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.
Ganymede.
Gay
Alternative:
Radio Tobacco Corner Newsroom:
Program, Mon. 6:00-7:00 PM, 669 Mendenhall Rd S. - 682WEVL, FM 90 - Box 41773, 3326 & 1803 Union - 726-1622.
Veteran's Cab Co: 525-6681.
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: Newspaper - Box 3038,
Memphis 38173-0038 - (901)
454-1411.
NASHVILLE
The
Personals:
Computer
ORGANIZATIONS
Bulletin Board - 300 or 1200 American
Civil
Liberties
Baud - 901-274-6713
Union (ACLU): Box 120160,
Nashville 37212.
HELPLINES
Conductors: Box 40261, Nash
AIDS
Switchboard:
726- ville 37212.
4299.
Metropolitan
Community
Gay
Switchboard:
726- Church: 131 15th Ave N„
GAYY.
Nashville 37202 - (615) 320Narcotics Anonymous: 276- 0288.
LIVE
Nashville
CARES:
Box
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
25107, Nashville 37202-5107 Suicide & Crisis Interven (615) 321-0118.
tion: 274-7477.
Tennessee
Gay
Coalition
RESTAURANTS & BARS
for
Human
Rights: Box
Another Bar: 1351 Autumn - 24181, Nashville 37202.
272-0903.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
B, Palola's: 1812 Hayes (615) 320-0713.
Cabaret: 1711 Hayes - (615)
320-7082.
The Chute: 2535 Franklin Rd (615) 2974571.
Crazy Cowboy: 2611 Franklin
Rd - (615) 383-9493.
Juanita's: 1700 4th Ave. S. (615) 256-9681.
The Jungle: 300 4th Ave. S. (615) 256-9411.
Ralph's
Rutledge
Tavern:
515 2nd Ave. S. - (615) 2569682.
Victor/Victoria's:
111
8th
Ave. S, - (615) 244-7256.
Warehouse 28: 2529 Franklin
Rd. - (615) 385-9689.
World's End: 1713 Church (615) 329-3480.

MISCELLANEOUS

Contemporary
Classics:
2104 Eastwood, (615) 292-1958.
The General Store: 2535
Franklin (located in the Chute) (615) 2974571.

KNOXVILLE

ORGANIZATIONS

aids
Response
Knoxville
(aRK): Box 2343, Knoxville
37901 - (615) 521-65467:00 PM 11:00 PM.
Butternut Belles & Boys:
Box 3585, Knoxville 37927 (615) 524-1629 (evenings).
Knoxville's 10%: Box 1046,
Knoxville 37901.
Metropolitan
Community
Church: 3219 Kingston Pike,
Box 2343, Knoxville 37917 (615) 521-6546.
Mountain Womyn's Coali
tion: Box 18074, Knoxville
37928-2074.
HELPLINE
Gay Helpline: (615) 521-6546
(7-11 PM nightly).
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Carousel H: 1501 White (615) 522-6966.
Peppertree (Badlands): 317
N. Gay - (615) 525-5647.
The Point After: 712 19th (615) 524-9155.

CHATTANOOGA
ORGANIZATIONS

Chattanooga Cares: Box
8402, Chattanooga, TN 37411.
RESTAURANTS & BARS
Alan Gold's: 1100 McCallie (615) 629-8080.
Go-Go: 1077 Duncan - (615)
698-1023.
MISCELLANEOUS
Parkview: 8614 Harrison Bay,
Harrison, TN 37341 - TN 1-800821-2914 - Outside TN 1-800233-3737.
Riverside
Adult:
1009
Riverside Dr. - (615) 622-9335.

Startime Video: 6309 E.
BrainardRd.-(615) 899-9714

CLARKSVILLE

ORGANIZATIONS
TGCHR
(Clarksville
Chapter): (615) 645-7118 for
information.
RESTAURANTS & BARS
The Office: 130 Franklin St. (615)645-1157.
Raspberries: 125 Legion SL

JOHNSON CITY
ORGANIZATIONS
Double Anonymity Group:
(615) 926-3562 or (615) 9267704.
East Tennessee Alternative
Lifestyles
(ETAL):
Box
23063, Johnson City, TN 37614 (615) 753-6237.
Metropolitan
Community
Church of the Tri-Cities:
Box 1612, Johnson City. TN
37601 -(615)926-3562.

RESTAURANTS & PARS

The Connection: 429
Walnut-(615) 928-9925.

W.

SEWANNEE,TN

Boxwood Cottage: Bed and
Breakfast "in our home" - (615)
598-5912 - Zip: 37375.

225-1300.
Gay Daze: Newspaper - B-P
Publishers, Box 3541, Little
Rock, AR 72203-3541 - (501)
663-8682.

HELPLINE

Crisis Center: 664-8834 (Toll
Free 1-800-482-8886).

RESTAURANTS & BARS

The Branding Iron Saloon:
1701 University - (501) 6638682.
Calamity's:
5922
S.
University - (501) 562-9041.
Discovery II: 1021 Jessie Rd. -.
(501) 664-4784.
The 5th Gear: 3519 Old
CantreU Rd. - (501) 666-1948.
Preston's: 5618 Asher Ave. (501) 562-7531.
Silver
Dollar
Bar: 2710
Asher Ave. - (501) 663-9866.

MISCELLANEOUS

4-Star Video: 5300 Baseline
Rd. - (501) 562-4762.
University
Adult
Arcade:
6316 Asher Ave. - (501) 5682952.

JACKSON, MS
ORGANIZATIONS

American
Civil
Liberties
Union (ACLU): S28 North
ORGANIZATIONS
ACLU of Arkansas: Box State St, Jackson, MS 392052242 - (601) 355-6464.
2832, Little Rock, AR 72203.
Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Integrity/Mississippi,
Community
Task Force: Box 45053, little Metropolitan
Church,
Lambda
Group
Rock, AR 72214.
AA),
Mississippi
Arkansas Gay Rights: Box (Gay
Gay
Alliance,
Mississippi
3115, Little Rock, AR 72203.
Democratic
Gay
Counseling
Service: Gay/Lesbian
409 Walnut, Little Rock, AR Party Caucus: 236 1/2 W.
Capitol (upstairs), Box 8342,
72205 - (501) 663-6455.
Grassroots
Women's Jackson, MS 39205 - (601) 353House: 1524 S. Summit, Little 7611.
MEDIA
Rock, AR - (501) 378-7851.
Month
In
Great
Men/BWMT:
Box This
3123, Little Rock, AR 72203 - Mississippi: Newspaper - 236
1/2
W.
Capitol
(upstairs),
Box
(501) 374-3217.
Metropolitan
Community 8342, Jackson, MS 39205 - (601)
Church: Box 1964, Little 353-7611.
HELPLINE
Rock, AR 72203 - (501) 666Gay Switchboard: (601) 3532404.
7611.
National Organization for
RESTAURANTS & PARS
Women (NOW): Box 662,
Bill's Disco & Show Bar:
Little Rock, AR 72203.
Parents & Friends of Gays: 200 W. Amite - (601) 969-9765.
Cha Cha's Bar: 236 W.
Box 1839, Batesville, AR 72501.
Capitol - (601) 352-9728.
MEDIA
Arkansas Advisor: Newspaper - Jack's Saloon/Jill's: 208 W.
Universal Publisher, Box 4397, Capitol - (601) 354-9588.
Little Rock, AR 72214 - (501) Zan's Bar: 944 Robinson.

LITTLE ROCK. AR

don't throw
us away/
When you finish with Gaze, pass your
copy along to a friend!

Thursday
Goto 30th
Annual
saisi ssas®® ssiim?®!®

13 BEER BUST
8-11 PM
Pageant begins at 10e30 PM
Cash prizes to winner & 1st runner-upS
See Melina„ your local bartender,, for details»

Friday 6 SatTardaj
Goto 31st fi I©f0 1st

$50 FOR BEST COSTUME EACH NIGHT!
These nights will be filled with prizes and
surprises and a few scary girls.

